ABSTRACT In such an information society, the Internet of Things (IoT) plays an increasingly important role in our daily lives. With such a huge number of deployed IoT devices, Cyber-Physical System (CPS) calls for powerful distributed infrastructures to supply big data computing, intelligence, and storage services. With the increasingly complex distributed software infrastructures, new intricate bugs continue to manifest, causing huge economic loss. Synchronization performance problems, which means that improper synchronizations may degrade the performance and even lead to service exception, heavily influence the entire distributed cluster, imperiling the reliability of the system. As one kind of performance problems, the synchronization performance problems are acknowledged as difficult to diagnosis and fix. We collect 26 performance issues in three real-world distributed systems: HDFS, Hadoop MapReduce, and HBase, and do analysis on their root cause, fix strategy, and algorithm complexity in order to understand these synchronization performance bugs better. Then, we implement a static detection tool including critical section identifier, loop identifier, inner loop identifier, expensive loop identifier, and pruning component. After that, we evaluate our detection tool on these three distributed systems with sampled bugs. In the evaluation, our detection tool accurately finds out all the target bugs. Besides, it points out more new potential performance problems than the previous works. With the strict performance overhead, our detection tool is proved to be greatly efficient.
FIGURE 1.
A HDFS synchronization performance bug: all writes to NameNode(NN T2) blocked since NameName(NN T1) runs a report processing from DataNode(DN), which contains a time-consuming loop.
systems, synchronization performance bugs are particularly troublesome. Different from other performance bugs, which generally are caused by unnecessary operations, synchronization performance bugs are more the situations that important tasks are delayed by other workload-sensitive tasks causing performance degradation even service exception. Figure 1 illustrates a real-world synchronization performance bug from HDFS. It is triggered by an unexpected timeconsuming source on NameNode (NN). Specifically, after DataNode (DN) sends a big block report (i.e., Job 1) to NN, NN processes the report through a heavy report-processing loop where the maximum number of iterations is undefined while holds NN's lock. The loop iteration number is related to the number of blocks in DN. However, when NN is still in the process, all regular writes (i.e., Job 2) to HDFS have been blocked and wait for the loop to finish since they need the same lock.
Synchronization bugs or lock-related problems are common in distributed systems. With a strict synchronization mechanism, a thread swell may affect other components, the whole node, even the entire cluster. For instance, a HBase bug says that heavy writes load on a RegionServer (RS). The RS hits its global memstore upperlimit and begin to flush data to disk until the global memstore size downs to the lowerlimit. It is a time-consuming process which block all writes on the same region. Synchronization problems like this heavily influence performance of the entire distributed cluster, imperiling the reliability of the system. Thus, we aim to conduct a study around synchronization performance problems in distributed system and address them according to our study. We hope our work can provide certain help for later research work.
Plenty previous studies [2] , [3] related to performance bugs have been done. In Jin et al.'s paper [1] , they extracted efficiency-related rules from performance bug patches and successfully detected new bugs based on these rules. Their work provides us a guidance, but limits exist at the same time. They only studied bugs in single machine, and the efficiencyrelated rules do not make sense in distributed systems. Following their guidance, our paper discusses the performance issues in different distributed infrastructures.
Besides, SyncPerf [4] , which focus on synchronization performance problems, has done a series of studies around lock. Though SyncPerf has made a good discussion on lockrelated performance bug, the dynamic tools rarely cover each execution path, meanwhile increase the number of false negatives. So we explore to detect synchronization performance bug with static method which can obtain a better code coverage and find out more potential synchronization performance problems.
Especially, though PCatch [5] also studies performance bugs in distributed systems, the bugs studied in that paper are just a subset of our studies. PCatch looks at the propagation chain and studies the relationship between source and sink. In their work, source is just the preliminary candidates of a bug. And to manifest the bugs, large-scale task is generally needed. PCacth can use relatively small scale tasks to detect source bug. However, there are also false negatives in PCatch and PCatch cannot get a full coverage of the program code or affectable sink, which means the limited input domain my lead to poor coverage. Different from their work, we only focus on the source since it is the key factor that introduce potential synchronization performance problems even though it cannot introduce performance bugs at present.
As show in Figure 3 , synchronization performance bugs are generally including (1) large-scale process in a critical section (2) high frequency of software contention and resource acquisitions caused by large numbers of callers. It is, however, unrealistic to achieve the scale and detect through dynamic testing. The high contention of software resources has been well studied in previous works [1] , [6] - [11] , so synchronization performance bugs triggered by large-scale processing are what this paper concerns. In order to get a comprehensive solution and address synchronization performance problems, guided by the previous work [1] , [11] , [12] , we have made the following contributions.
A. CHARACTERISTICS STUDY
Many empirical studies [1] , [2] , [13] have been conducted for performance bugs, but rare researches focus on synchronization performance bugs in cloud distributed systems. We collect 26 performance issues in distributed systems, and do analysis on their root cause, fix strategy and time complexity in order to understand these synchronization performance bugs better.
B. STATIC DETECTION
Owing to the poor coverage in previous work with dynamic analysis, we finally choose building static tool to implement detection, which is also our exploring method. We implement the critical section identification and group them by lock objects. Large-scale process identification is also expensive loop identification, analyzing the program to figure out the relationships among nested loops, time-consuming operations and the recursive call.
We evaluated our detection tool on 3 varying real-world distributed systems, HDFS, Hadoop MapReduce, and HBase. We collect 26 performance bugs and make a preliminary study, then pick out 13 synchronization related bugs with clear description in them and conduct further analysis, finally randomly pick out 5 bugs as benchmarks to test our static analysis tool.
II. BUG STUDY
In this section, we conduct a comprehensive performance bug study. The following research questions are studied.
1. How do we collect these bug samples? 2. What are the root causes of them? 3. What can we extract from the study above? 4. What others can we learn?
A. METHODOLOGY
We chose three widely deployed open-source distributed system suites to examine: Hadoop MapReduce, HBase and HDFS. As shown in Table 1 , all of them provide a considerable coverage of distributed system types, such as distributed computing framework, distributed key-value stores and distributed file systems. They are all built with Java, which is popular in the development of commercial software. From these applications, we can observe similarities and differences among synchronization performance bugs in various distributed systems suites.
All the bugs that we studied come from an open source cloud bug study (CBS) database [14] . This CBS database contains over 3,000 issues which are sampled organized issue repositories (named ''JIRA'' and maintained by Apache Software Foundation), over a period of three years(1/1/2011-1/1/2014). Each bug issue is labeled with multiple tags and we search synchronization performance bugs based on keywords including ''performance'' and ''lock'', ''slow''/''delay'' etc. From CBS, we firstly filtered out bug nor related to performance, then exclude performance bugs that have not been fixed, and finally randomly picked 26 samples from the remaining detailed bugs.
B. ROOT CAUSE ANALYSIS
As mentioned in Section I, synchronization performance bugs are generally triggered by (1) large-scale processing (2) high concurrency. We mainly focus on addressing the first one, which means to ask what happened in the critical section. To answer this question, we manually recursively analyzed plenty code lines in the problematic critical section.
Workload-sensitive slowdown is generally the key factor behind synchronization performance bugs, which violates the scalability goal of distributed systems. As the root cause of synchronization performance bug, workload-sensitive slowdown plays a vital role in the root cause of performance bug.
The unexpected slowdown of a source job could be triggered by special inputs, configuration or system scale, etc. Time-consuming sources, like block report processing in NameNode of HDFS (shown in Fig. 2 ), side file localization in TaskTracker of MapReduce, and memstore flushing in HRegionServer of HBase, usually consist of at least two components at the source code level. So the first step of our work is to clarify the algorithm complexity of these critical sections, and part of the results are shown in Table 2 .
According to our study, there are mainly three key factors to synchronization performance bugs causing swollen critical VOLUME 7, 2019 section, which are time-consuming operation, nested loop, and recursive call.
1) TIME-CONSUMING OPERATION
In critical section, time-consuming operation is a fundamental factor causing slowdown of jobs, such as I/O-containing operations (e.g., Java libraries operation java.io.InputStream :: read or Hadoop common libraries operation fs.rename), network operations (e.g., Java libraries operation java.net.InetAddress :: getByName or RPC calls), and some special operations (e.g., sleep(100ms), await(1s)).
HD3990 is just a good example. Once the management web page dfshealth.jsp of NameNode is accessed, it will place a lock on the namespace and do DNS lookup (i.e., InetAddress :: getByName) for every DataNode and also do some other node checking referring to DNS lookup, which often results in over 10s load time for the page on a multithousand node cluster. In addition, 10 concurrent requests were found to cause more than 7min load times during which time all write operations in the NameNode are blocked.
2) NESTED LOOP
Loop is also an important factor to performance bugs. A slowdown related to unbounded loop is universally linear with the number of iterations of the loop, which generally come from specific configurable options (e.g., the number of local directories used for dfs.data.dir in HDFS).
An important scenario is a non-scalable loop wrapping the time-consuming operation, the iteration number of which is usually decided by system-specific scalability parameters (e.g., the number of reported blocks in HDFS, the number of TaskTrackers in MapReduce), input data or commands (e.g., the number of side files for a MapReduce job), or intermediate results of workloads. In other words, the iteration of each loop can be illustrated with specific workload size.
Taking MR4813 as one example in Figure 4 , it says that if user commits a big job with tons of files to finish the job, and this process holds JobImpl's write lock the entire time during committing, which prevents AppMaster (AM) sending heartbeat to Resource Manager (RM) for a long time, then RM regards AM as unresponsive and attempts to kill the AM, finally job fails.
The first step above is slow owing to moving large numbers of output files, and this process in Table 2 shows a complexity with O(N ) * O(P)rec, in which N donates the number of directories in the committed job, and P donates the number of files in the current directory, additionally there is a recursive loop in mergePath() surrounding P. The details can be seen in Figure 4 . So we can illustrate the slowdown with recursively traveling each file in the committed job and the total iteration count is the number of files in a job result.
3) RECURSIVE CALL
Recursive call is also a key factor to the jobs' slowdown. Though compared with general loop, they are both repeating the similar works, the difference is more important. Different from general loop which shows an obvious end condition, Recursive call is difficult to identify the end of the call chain. According our study, recursive call can be a greatly non-determinate structure which generally causes slowdown, especially for recursive loop. A recursive loop is a loop that recursively calls the function containing itself. Recursive loops could be time-consuming sources. For example in HD2379, DataNodes with multiple millions of blocks on a single machine recursively scan all the data directories to generate a block report, which can take multiple minutes when page cache space is tight, while it holds the FSVolumeSet lock then blocks all the writes and reads to current DataNode. Though recursive call is not a necessary reason responsible for time-consuming source, it indeed increases delay.
4) HIGH FREQUENCY LOCK
As seen in Table 2 , the root causes of HD4183/HD5790 and HD5241 belong to high frequency. Looking at their algorithm complexity, they are
[O(M )] * O(P) * O(Q) and [O(M )] * O(P).
M represents the iteration number of the outer loop, which means the critical section is in a loop field. With such a continuous lock acquisition, it heavily influences other threads' resource contention.
C. FINDINGS
According to the study above, we extracted several findings listed below. Some of these findings are also valuable tips for improving our detection work. This finding is extracted from MR4813, HB3483, HD5153 and etc. It supplies great convenience to static critical section identification, which means we can find out critical section by only analyzing codes of current method without considering codes of the callees. The detail can be seen in Section III-A.
Finding 2: Bugs related to keyword ''synchronized'' are generally fixed by skipping the waiting time.
From MR4576, HD2379 and etc., the keyword ''synchronized'' means the whole function is in critical section, which is also used in Section III-A. To avoid entering the ''synchronized'' field, using an asynchronous thread and using tryLock() are both the approaches skipping waiting for lock acquisition. This finding may not help to identify synchronization performance problems but can help to analyze the evaluation results that how the bug disappears with the increasing version of packages.
Finding 3: Nested loop shows a strong workload-sensitive feature.
Nested loops are common in large-scale process, and they easily show a linearly increasing consuming time due to the unbounded variant in the loops. We regard nested loop as a necessary condition of slowdown.
Finding 4: Recursive loop is strongly related to workloadsensitive slowdown.
Learned from HD2379, HD5064 and MR4813, recursive loops are generally merging tree structure or traveling file systems, and they are both workload-sensitive. All the recursive loops we studied are all the root cause of slowdown, so we try to regard recursive loop as a sufficient condition of slowdown.
Finding 5: Time-consuming operations are mainly the direct cause of expensive loop.
Almost, each synchronization performance bug in Table 2 , the critical sections contain time-consuming operations such as I/0 or RPC. Besides, disk Read/Write and net Read/Write are much slower than memory operation. We regard timeconsuming operation as a necessary condition of slowdown.
D. FURTHER DISCUSSION
Synchronization performance bugs are usually fixed by changing the source or the propagation chain. For example, developers sometimes add timeouts to the source loop or move part of the loop out of critical sections or out of the loop thread (i.e., using asynchronous processing). Developers sometimes break the cascading chain (propagate from slowdown to the sink) by skipping waiting for certain contention resources or creating more resources to share.
III. SYNCHRONIZATION PERFORMANCE BUG DETECTION
According to our study in Section II-C, loops are most likely to become performance bottlenecks. Thus, we mainly consider loops as potential large-scale processing problemrelated performance bug candidates. We have implemented the static analysis of synchronization performance bug detection using WALA, a Java byte code analysis infrastructure [15] , more details seen in seciton IV.
A. CRITICAL SECTION IDENTIFICATION
It is challenging to identify critical sections because of various types of synchronization operations in distributed systems. Synchronization operations include (1) classlevel locks such as synchronized(CLASSNAME.class), etc., and (2) In addition, it is also challenging to accurately identify the source code region scope between a pair of lock-require and lock-release instructions for a critical section, which is necessary for inner loop identification in Section III-C. In Java bytecode, however, every critical section may correspond to multiple lock-release instructions caused by different execution paths to exit the critical section.
Given a method M and its corresponding control-flow graph (CFG) G, we use WALA byte code analysis infrastructure to identify all the critical sections in M and take the set of contained basic blocks as the code region scope for a critical section.
Algorithm 1 shows an outline of static critical section analysis. First, if M is synchronized, we will consider the whole method as a critical section and put its basic block (BB) set BB G into the output set C. Second, we traverse all instructions of M (i.e., the InstructionsOf (M ) function) to find
Algorithm 1 Critical Section Analysis Algorithm
Input: A method M and its control-flow graph G Output: A set of critical sections C={C|C is a critical section
out lock-require instructions and the correspondingly multiple lock-release instructions of each lock-require instruction (i.e., the Lock − ReleaseInstructionsOf (i) function) based on the class name (when it is a class-level lock) or the variable name (when it is a object-level lock). Then, we compute the code region scope for each pair of lock-require and lockrelease instructions respectively by the intersection between the successor BB set of the lock-require instruction (i.e, the SuccBBs(BB i ) function) and the precursor BB set of the lock-release instruction (i.e, the PrecBBs(BB j ) function) in G. BB i and BB j means the BB containing the instruction i or j respectively. The successor BB set of an instruction means the set of all reachable BBs from the instruction in CFG, and the precursor BB set of an instruction means the set of all BBs that can reach the instruction in CFG. Finally, we can infer a critical section's code region scope BB C by the union of the code region scope of all pairs of lock-require and lock-release instructions.
B. LOOP IDENTIFICATION
As shown in algorithm 2, we first find out and tag all loops Ls for a target system through control-flow analysis. Specifically, we statically analyze the program to find out all loops by identifying back edges (Es) in control-flow graph. For each loop, we also figure out the set of basic blocks (i.e., BB L ) corresponding to the loop's real code region through a way as similar as the previous critical section analysis. That is, the basic block set of a loop could be computed as the intersection of the successor set of the back edge's end basic block and the precursor set of the back edge's start basic block (i.e., BB L ← SuccBBs(E end ) ∩ PrecBBs(E start )).
C. INNER LOOP IDENTIFICATION
We find all inner loops for each critical section, where the basic blocks of the loops are completely contained in the code region scope of the critical section. (e.g., BB L ⊂ BB C ).
Algorithm 2 Loop Field Analysis Algorithm
Input: A method M and its control-flow graph G Output:
As loop analysis has been done in Section III-B, The performance features of critical section with inner loop can be collected to get further analysis.
D. EXPENSIVE LOOP IDENTIFICATION
There are a wide variety of time-consuming loops in system. According to the findings in Section II-C, we aim to identify loops that satisfy the following three conditions. First, each iteration of the loop contains time-consuming operation. Second, the depth of loop is more than one (i.e., nested loop). Finally, recursion exists in the call path to time-consuming operations.
1) TIME-CONSUMING OPERATION ANALYSIS
Our goal here is to judge whether a loop contains timeconsuming operations in its every iteration.
Since time-consuming operations might be conditional in a loop, we aim to identify out a loop containing non-conditional time-consuming operations or containing time-consuming operations at all the same-level of conditional branches. Note that we only consider the first-level conditional branches but not nested conditional branches in our implementation for reducing the time complexity of program analysis.
From our findings in Section II-C, we mainly focus on time-consuming operations such as I/O, RPC, network operations and explicit sleep. We search every loop's body and all its callees recursively for time-consuming operations. In the implementation of detection tool, we identify I/O, networkrelated and sleep operations by checking relevant function calls in Java libraries. For RPCs, we automatically tag all of RPC call functions for the target system based on its design of RPC communication component in advance. Also, users also can specify system-specific time-consuming functions as time-consuming operations for reducing the time complexity of program analysis or increasing the accuracy of timeconsuming operations analysis.
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To identify the nested loops, finding out all the inner loop is necessary. So, we look for all inner loops for each loop field in the same function, where the basic blocks of the loops are completely contained in the code region scope of the outer loop. (e.g., BB L_inner ⊂ BB L_outer ). The process of inner-loop identification involves both intra-and inter-procedural analysis. Specifically, we do intra-procedural analysis by searching in the basic block set of the outer loop field for finding tagged loops. Also, for inter-procedural analysis, we analyze all instructions of the outer loop field to get function calls and recursively find tagged loops inside the callees through the depth-first search.
3) RECURSIVE CALL IDENTIFICATION
A recursive loop is a loop that recursively calls the function containing itself. From our findings in Section II-C, recursive loop could make the loop become a time-consuming source. No extra component is built to analyze recursive loop, instead, we record all the intermediate functions when we recursively search time-consuming operations and once find circle exists in the call path we mark the loop as a recursive loop.
E. FURTHER FALSE POSITIVE PRUNING
After identifying expensive loops, we consider them as performance bug candidates. These expensive loops, however, might be not really time-consuming sources to cause performance bugs. That is, an expensive loop wrapped by a critical section might release the corresponding lock of the critical section inside its loop body so that it would not hold the lock for a long time. For example, the code snippet "obj.lock(); for(..){ ..; obj.unlock(); sleep(100ms); obj.lock(); ..} obj.unlock();" releases the object lock obj through obj.unlock(); during the loop iteration to avoid holding the object lock all along. Note that releasing lock during loop iteration is in fact one kind of fixing methods to real-world synchronization performance bugs.
Thus, we also identify loops containing lock releases in critical sections by static analysis and exclude them out of the bug candidates for false positive pruning.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION
The goal of our detection tool is to find out potential synchronization performance bugs as many as possible. Due to the limits that exist in dynamic detection with large-scale processing related performance bugs, aiming at high code coverage, this static detection tool is a beneficial try.
We implement our detection tool using WALA [15] static analysis frameworks. WALA is a Java bytecode analysis infrastructure maintained by IBM, which is a mature tool and provides strong support for Java program static analysis in previous work [16] .
To begin with our detection tool, several works have been done with WALA including (1) making class hierarchy analysis, (2) building the control flow graph of the whole package. Each node in the graph stands for a method, and our analysis is established on parsing every static single assignment(SSA) in each method.
Especially for identifying the time-consuming operation, we use specific character string to match the prefix of SSA with WALA, such as using ''java.io.'' and ''java.net.'' to separately check file-related and network-related Java library APIs, using ''org.apache.hadoop.fs.'' to check Hadoop common library file-related APIs and etc. We consider all the I/O operations and sleep-related functions as expensive operations. And as mentioned in Section III-D, our analysis checks whether any such time-consuming API is called in the loop field, including the callee functions of a loop.
V. EVALUATION

This section will illustrate the following questions:
Basic Preparation: What is the experimental environment? How can we use the application to perform the evaluation? (Section V-A) Detection Result: What is the effect of our static detection tool? How can we understand the outputs of the detection tool? (Section V-B)
Further Measurement: What can we learn from each step of our detection? (Section V-C) Performance Overhead: What is the performance overhead of our static detection tool? How can we improve it? (Section V-D)
A. BENCHMARK 1) EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
We performed experiments on a PC with Intel(R) Core(TM) CPU i5-4590 processor and 32GB of memory. The experiments are performed on the unchanged Ubuntu 18.04 operating system. We used Java-1.8.0_191 with argument -Xmx16G to run the bug detection tool.
2) EVALUATED APPLICATION
Our evaluation uses 3 real-world synchronization performance bug which separately comes from HDFS, Hadoop MapReduce and HBase as our Benchmarks. This group of test samples stand for distributed systems for different purposes, as seen in Table 3 . And the application versions all come from VOLUME 7, 2019 bug repository, in which each bug issue is committed with the corresponding application version.
We first check whether our tool can detect the original bugs above with input the corresponding application jar package and observe if new bugs are detected. We also record the intermediate result, to further analyze the effectiveness. Then we record the time consumption of each step to evaluate the performance of our detection tool.
B. RESULTS
With many workload-sensitive call paths, we collect all the time-consuming loop containing critical sections and regard these critical sections as potential synchronization performance problems (i.e., the candidates). And we set the problematic critical sections in bugs as our actual targets. Overall, all the benchmarks are successfully detected by our detection tool as shown by the in Table 4 . Especially, the foot numbers, right of , illustrate that the numbers of candidates targeting the same bug (i.e., multiple problematic critical sections are all the root causes of the bug).
In addition, with the increasing version of HDFS, the new bug is introduced, like HD3990 in HDFS-0.23.1.jar and the current bugs are disappearing, like HD2379 in HDFS-0.23.1.jar and HD3990 in HDFS-0.23.7. jar. Analyzing these two bugs' fix strategies, HD2379 is fixed by using an asynchronous thread to do large process to achieve a short-time lock and HD3990 is fixed using a better algorithm to replace the time-consuming operation for speeding. Considering that once the bug is fixed (e.g, HD2379 was fixed in v0.21.0 and HD3990 was fixed in v0.23.6), it cannot be checked (i.e., our rules or findings make sense).
We randomly select several candidates to make further manual analysis, and the results show that they all has the complete factors that we think a potential synchronization performance problem matches (i.e., critical section, nested loop, time-consuming operation). Then through our manual work with the other output of the detection tool, all the candidates except benchmarks are considered as new bugs. Due to our goal is to find out all the potential synchronization performance bugs, we consider all the candidates that obey our rules or our findings as the effective bug, even though they are not found making actual damages currently. So there is no absolute error. Figure 6 shows a part of the output, which illustrates the detail of one candidate for HBase synchronization performance bugs. As we can see, the critical section is the whole method, which is attached with synchronized attribute. And a 4-depth nested loop exists in the critical section. The loops are while(true) end with signal value stopRow, while(Bytes.equals(currentRow, peekRow())), while((kv = this.heap.peek())! = null) and while((scanner = this.heap.poll())! = null). Easy to draw a conclusion that this critical section is unscalable. Besides, the innermost loop field contains one time-consuming operation (i.e. allocate()). This instance matches our conditions that judge the potential performance problems, and we think it has the opportunity to hold a long lock on HRegion$RegionScanner causing other operations on this component blocked. So we consider it as a potential synchronization performance bug.
C. FURTHER EVALUATION
We observe the result after each component's process from three different perspectives (i.e. # of function, critical section and loop). As shown in Table 5 , 6 and 7, compared with the initial quantities, the numbers of final candidates show a reduction by 4-12 times, which greatly do good to developer to find out the effective performance problem. Besides, the final loop count is smaller than that of critical section or synchronized function. Now that they come from the same time-consuming call paths, the loop field code is reused by different critical sections, which means loop is the key factor in the large-scale process. In the future, we will study and learn more loops, which are more related to scalability. Deserve to mentioned, loop with recursive call make huge promotion to the complexity.
D. PERFORMANCE OVERHEAD
As analysis time of each stage in the whole process shown in Table 8 , synchronization performance bug is reasonable for in-house analysis. It cost 9s -120s to analysis the jar packages. The consuming time is more sensitive to the number of function in the program instead of the package size. Especially, we cannot find an independent package of HDFS-v0.20.205.0 in Maven repository, so we use hadoop-core-0.20.205.0.jar instead. Due to the hadoop-core package integrate HDFS and many other components, it can be seen that the package size of HDFSv0.20.205.0 in Table 8 is twice bigger than that of HDFS package in other versions. Moreover, we found that almost 90% the static analysis time is actually spent for WALA to build the program dependency graph. To improve the performance, we can pre-compute the program dependency graph and store it to disk, which can greatly accelerate the second analysis with loading the existing program dependency graph.
VI. RELATED WORK A. BUG STUDY 1) PERFORMANCE BUG STUDY
Several performance related empirical studies have been conducted in recent ten years. They proposed different methods to study the reported bugs. Some [1] of them focus on the lifecyle of a performance bug, like what is the root cause, how they are introduced, how they are exposed, and how they are fixed, then find that performance problems take long time to get diagnosed and the help from profilers is very limited; some [12] , [13] of them look at how performance are noticed and reported by end users; some [2] of them compare qualitative difference between performance bugs and nonperformance bugs across impact, fix and fix validation.
Besides, some researches have been done on a specified code structure, like loop. LDoctor [3] can not only use statistical analysis to identify which loop is more correlated with a performance symptom, but also point out whether or what type of inefficiency this loop contains by providing detailed root cause information and fix strategy suggestions.
And Liu et al. works [17] focuses on the performance problem in a specific application scenarios (i.e. smart-phone applications). Also comprehensive studies [18] , [19] have been conducted for local concurrency bugs.
2) DISTRIBUTED SYSTEM BUG STUDY
Compared with studies on local machine, bug studies [14] , [20] on distributed systems take up a small number. Some distributed program related works [21] only discussed few bugs. Among the studies above, no one specifically discuss the performance bug in distributed systems. So we hope our work can make some contributions to performance bug study in distributed systems and provide certain help for later research work.
Similar to our work, SyncPerf [4] analyze a few synchronization performance bugs from several distributed infrastructures, but the dynamic tool based on its findings limits the bug detection coverage. PCatch [5] make some causality anal- ysis with a double-digit number of distributed performance bugs and its work focus on the cascading relationship between root cause and sink. But they do not characterize the sinks, which goes against auto detection.
B. BUG DETECTION 1) PERFORMANCE BUG DETECTION
Extensive efforts have been done to detect the potential performance problems. A large number of tools have been proposed to make contributed to performance bug detection. Xu et al. [22] look at low-utility data structure with unbalanced costs and benefits. Jin et al. [1] come up with rulebased methods based on their characteristic study that is extracting rules from performance-bug patch and applying them to bug detection. Cachetor [23] uses a combination of dynamic dependence profiling and value profiling to identify and report operations that keep generating identical data values. Predator [24] targets false sharing for multithreaded applications. WAIT [25] focus on those bugs blocking the application from making progress.
There are also tools [3] , [16] , [26] - [28] that analyze inefficient nested loop, workload-dependent loops, unnecessary iterations and their improvement and expansion. Additionally, our work also analyzes loops, but focuses on not efficiency of loop but the workload-sensitive information (e.g. the complexity of a group of nested loop).
2) LCbug DETECTION
Specifically, LCbug detection is always hot spot in the recent decades. Identify data races [29] - [32] , atomicity violations [33] , [34] and order violations [35] - [37] are the main methods. Besides, a large amount of lock contention detectors and critical thread detectors have been developed but they all focus on their specific goal.
3) DCbug DETECTION
For DCbug detection, DCatch [38] learns from LCbug detection approaches and shares the same theoretical foundation with them.
ECRacer [39] and DCatch both focus on concurrency bugs in distributed systems, but their target is different. ECRacer looks at how application use underlying distributed eventualconsistency data stores, while DCatch devotes to general distributed systems, particularly basic infrastructures.
As shown in Section II, syncPerf [4] and PCatch [5] also have done much work to detect performance bug in distributed systems. But due to the dynamic method syncPerf and the artificially designated sink in PCatch, their detection coverage is greatly restricted.
C. OTHERS
There are also many other effective technologies to analyze performance problems and concurrent bugs.
1) PERFORMANCE PROBLEM DIAGNOSIS
Many diagnosis tools have been built to not only identify root causes but also give suggestions about fixing strategies when some problems are reported. These proposed tools also can be specified to diagnose certain type of performance problems. X-ray [40] aims to identify inputs or configuration entries, and nearly all of which are caused by end users. StackMine [41] focus on the callstack and use automated tools to identify certain records correlated with event handlers that cause performance loss. Yu et al. [42] can help the software developer understand how performance problem propagate by using processes detailed system traces to clarify the performance causality relationship between different components of the system. Coz [43] is an all-right profiling tool for multi-threaded programs, which works on unmodified Linux binaries and finds out potential optimization opportunity.
Also, many performance diagnosis techniques have been proposed to solve problems in distributed systems. They focus on different parts of the distributed systems. Some [44] - [47] look at identifying the faulty components or aim to study faulty interactions that lead to performance anomaly. Some [44] , [47] - [49] , [49] - [51] make full use of a quantity of run-time traces to clarify the performance dependency relationship and casual relationship then reason about performance problems and give a diagnosis report.
All tools above depend on diverse run-time traces, which is time-consuming and deviates from the our goal that the efficiency of problem diagnosis.
2) MODEL CHECKING
In distributed systems, verification and model checking are widely used.
The verification method [52] , [53] usually uses some frameworks verify the distributed system implementations. Also, there is some exception, like building distributed systems with verifiable language(e.g. P# [54] ). Though the result accuracy of verification can be perfect (no false positive and no negative), a long proof tremendously limits the application and propagation. MACE [55] is such a language with a suite of tools for building and model checking distributed systems. And MacePC [56] developed on MACE can detect nondeterministic performance bugs. Diverse distributed system model checkers have been proposed, such as Demeter [57] , MaceMC [58] , SAMC [59] , Dbug [60] , and MoDist [61] . They usually intercept nondeterministic distributed system events and permute their ordering. Comparing to verification, these methods can get a better speed and some additional mistakes.
Besides, application of the Happens-Before (HB) model [38] and performance cascading (may-HB) model [5] can draw a clear map of multiple threads' relationships.
VII. CONCLUSION
Synchronization performance bugs widely exist in diverse distributed systems. As performance problems, they are imperceptible, which means they need a large workload to manifest, and generally introduced by resource contention. To understand this kind of problems better, we conduct a bug study, extract some findings. Based on our findings, we build a static synchronization performance bug detection tool. The evaluation of our detection tool verified our findings. Especially, to get a better execution and code coverage is the main reason why we choose static instead of dynamic. The work in this paper is the start that we fight against synchronization performance bugs and we hope it also can provide certain help for later research work. 
